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Ground Zero Ships More Integrated DSP

Updated GZDSP-6-8X PRO offers more hi-res options, system control and enhanced PC tuning
DAVIE, FLA., October 15, 2018 (MEDIAWIRE) – SounDigital announced that Ground Zero's new digital
signal processing unit, the GZDSP 6-8X PRO, is now available to ship to authorized retailers. New for 2019,
the GZDSP 6-8X PRO is the successor to the popular GZDSP 6-8X and features a suite of connectivity and
integration enhancements to reflect changing vehicle architecture.
"The GZDSP 6-8X is an industry standard," said Diogo Ianaconi, CEO of SounDigital, which is the U.S.
distributor for Ground Zero. "Sometimes it's difficult to make a great thing better. But it is necessary from
time to time to make sure a product can continue to work seamlessly with other products, whether factory
or aftermarket, and the GZDSP 6-8X PRO's new features are the result of ensuring that compatibility."
Like its predecessor, the GZDSP 6-8X PRO features six high- or low-level inputs to interface with factory
amplifiers or aftermarket head units, plus an auxiliary input for analog source connection. For highresolution playback, the GZDSP 6-8X PRO includes a pair of inputs: an optical input in addition to a newfor-2019 coaxial digital input to accommodate signals up to 192kHz. Wireless music streaming via
Bluetooth is made possible with the addition of the optional GZDSP BT-BOX.
Eight low-level outputs allow technicians to build any system configuration. Programming and tuning are
accomplished with updated software using a PC attached to the unit's new USB port. Each channel is
individually configurable with parametric equalization (31 bands for six channels; 11 bands for two
channels), time alignment, crossover points and phase shift. Up to 10 configurations can be stored and
selected with the optional GZDSP Remote PRO controller.
Other new features include selectable auto turn-on, selection of a balanced or unbalanced input, and a
remote output that has been boosted to 500ma.
MSRP for GZDSP 6-8X PRO is $720. For more information or to become an authorized SounDigital retailer,
contact your local SounDigital representative or email SounDigital at info@soundigitalusa.com.
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